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ABSTRACT

Rotating machinery is used in a variety of essential engineering systems, including
motors, pumps, compressors, and gearboxes. The gas, oil, power, manufacturing, and process
industries rely heavily on rotating machines. Their failures can be very expensive and lead to a
decrease in production so proper maintenance is essential. Condition based maintenance is a
relatively new strategy of performing maintenance on equipment when signal processing of
sensor signals indicates a failure may be imminent. The most popular sensors for condition based
maintenance measure the vibration of the rotating machine. These sensors provide information
about the overall state of the machine and point to potential faults. This thesis studies the
effectiveness of analyzing vibration data to determine the state of operation of rotating machine
systems. Specifically, research and experiments are performed to discover if vibration signatures
can determine if a system has certain faults, such as shaft misalignment, unbalance, or
deformation in shaft couplings. The presence or absence of these faults can lead to the
determination of the health of operation of a rotating machine system.
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Introduction
The importance in the development and analysis of rotating machinery has become
increasingly prevalent with the growth of the industries in which it is utilized. Rotating
machinery is used in conjunction with several vital components in engineering practice such as
pumps, compressors, gearboxes, various turbines, and more. With its connection to these
components, rotating machinery plays an essential role in the gas, oil, power, manufacturing, and
process industries. Its effective operation is paramount in achieving efficient production.
However, the complex and labor intensive nature of maintaining rotating machinery makes it
difficult and expensive for organization’s to maintain ideal operation.
Companies in the aforementioned industries employ different methods for maintaining
rotating machinery. For the most part, the type of maintenance that is utilized can be classified
into two major categories, namely, reactive and proactive. Reactive maintenance describes action
being taken after a component of a system has failed in an attempt to replace or fix the damaged
item. This is not a financially sound approach because of money that is lost during the downtime
in operation that results. Furthermore, replacing a component that has failed is often more
expensive than repairing it while it is still functioning. On the other hand, proactive maintenance
is defined as maintenance that is performed prior to the failure of a component or system. An
example of proactive maintenance, popularly referred to as preventative maintenance, is a
company performing scheduled replacements or repairs on a specific asset before its predicted
lifetime has been reached. Although this ensures that the component will be replaced before its
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failure leads to unproductive downtime, it is not the most efficient means of maintenance
because the component may still have service life remaining [1].
A proactive maintenance technique that has gradually come to the forefront in regards to
rotating machinery over the past couple of decades is Condition Based Maintenance (CBM).
CBM is a management philosophy that calls for repair or replacement decisions based on the
current or future condition of the equipment, as determined by condition based monitoring. The
fundamental tactic of this strategy is that it only calls for maintenance when predetermined
indicators point to performance decline or failure of a component [2]. Bloch and Geitner [3]
argued that certain signs, conditions, or indications precede approximately 99% of all machine
failures. Therefore, by monitoring various parameters of a component’s operation, users can be
made aware of potentially dangerous faults with their machinery before they lead to failure and
negatively affect the organization’s activities. Reparative action can be taken before serious harm
results.
Condition Based Maintenance, when implemented correctly, has proven to be effective in
promoting safety and increasing revenue without interrupting the operation of the machinery.
First of all, plant and worker safety is ensured because unforeseen failures in rotating equipment
can be very dangerous, leading to injuries of workers or collateral damage of other parts of the
system [4]. CBM eliminates these surprise failures. Additionally, a company’s revenue is
increased due to multiple effects of CBM, such as the decreased maintenance overhead costs that
result. The labor costs for repairs and replacements are minimized because they are only
performed when determined necessary. Also, repairs can be scheduled effectively, including the
ordering of parts, due to the predictive nature of CBM. Furthermore, downtime due to
catastrophic failures, which can significantly lower productivity, is eliminated. Lastly, the
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lifetime of a part is maximized because it is not replaced while it still has a significant amount of
service hours remaining [5].
For Condition Based Maintenance to be successfully carried out, three integral elements
must be present: data acquisition, data processing, and decision making. Data collection is the
gathering and storage of information that can depict information about the health of a machine’s
operation. Data processing includes the selection of acquired data to be evaluated and analyzed
to gain an understanding of the machine’s condition [5]. Diagnostics and prognostics are the two
major features of CBM programs that achieve this processing and evaluation. Diagnostics
includes the detection and isolation of faults when they occur. Whereas, prognostics involves the
prediction of faults or failures before they happen [6]. Lastly, decision making is the process of
assessing the data and choosing the proper maintenance action [5].
There are a variety of parameters that indicate the state of operation of machinery and
monitoring them leads to successful condition based maintenance. Examples of condition
monitoring data include vibration data, acoustic data, pressure, temperature, moisture, humidity,
oil analysis data, and more. Multiple sensors, such as accelerometers, ultrasonic sensors, and
micro-sensors have been designed to gather this information without affecting the operation of
the machinery that they monitor [6]. The most common and valuable of these parameters is
vibration. Vibration analysis is the most popular method for condition based monitoring in
rotating machinery because of the ability for its signals to be evaluated in the frequency domain.
The vibration spectrum presented in this form is used to diagnose faults and evaluate their
severity.
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Objective
The objective of this experiment is to analyze the vibration signals of a rotating machine
that is designed to simulate industrial machinery, but on a smaller scale. This machine assembly
contains several components of common rotating machinery utilized for industrial applications
such as, an electric motor, gearbox, shafts of varying diameters, bearings, shaft couplings, a belt
drive, and rotors. Vibrations are analyzed during normal operation of the machinery, as well as,
during operation under induced faults. These faults, which cause vibration in the system, include
unbalance, misalignment, and shaft coupling deformation. Their resulting vibration signatures
are analyzed and compared to the vibrations of baseline operation.
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Literature Review
Given the benefits of monitoring the vibrations of rotating machinery, several previous
experiments have been conducted to gain an understanding of how specific vibration patterns
relate to a mechanical system’s state of operation. This research has been conducted over the past
several decades, but with the improvements in technology in recent years, experiments have
become much more reliable. Years of measuring the parameters of machinery vibration under
induced faults has allowed for vibrations signatures to become a means for prediction of
unstable, dangerous operations in rotating machinery.

Vibration Spectra
Vibration is typically characterized by its values for amplitude and frequency. The
amplitude of vibrations can be depicted as displacement, velocity, and acceleration. The
correlation between these measured amplitudes and the frequencies at which they occur are what
create the vibration spectrums that are analyzed. Of the conventional vibration spectrum analysis
methods that exist today, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is the most widely used. FFT is an
algorithm used to convert measured values, such as those listed above, in the time domain into
the frequency domain [6]. This means that the amplitudes of vibration data are plotted against the
frequencies at which they occur. In doing so, the frequencies of the vibration spikes can be
compared to the frequency at which the machinery is rotating, known as the primary frequency.
Frequencies that are multiples of the primary frequency are called harmonics, with the primary
frequency classified as the 1st harmonic. Furthermore, the amplitudes of vibrations at specific
frequencies can be compared when the machinery is operating under healthy conditions and
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when it has faults. A labeled example of an FFT resulting from vibration data can be seen below
in figure 1.

Figure 1: Example FFT of Vibration Data [13]

Shaft and Rotor Unbalance
The most common cause of vibration that leads to fatigue and failure in rotating
machinery is shaft and rotor unbalance. Unbalance in rotating machinery is defined as the
condition in which the axial center of rotation of a shaft, shaft assembly, or a rotor is not
coincident with its center of mass. A simple example of this is caused by a protrusion or weight
that hangs off the side of an otherwise uniform cylinder, as seen in figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: Example of Unbalance [7]

The forces that result from unbalances cause stress and reduce the lifetime of several mechanical
elements in a system, especially during operation at high frequencies [7].
Previous works have verified that rotational unbalance leads to increased amplitude of
vibration in the radial direction at a frequency of one times the angular velocity at which the
machinery is rotating. This phenomenon is depicted by the FFT sketch shown below in figure 3,
where “Fω” is equal to the rotational frequency of the shaft.

Figure 3: Example Vibration Spectrum During Unbalance [10]

The magnitude, or size, of this amplitude is proportional to the level of unbalance. To diagnose
this fault and determine its severity, an FFT of its vibrations is utilized [8].
The vibrations that result from rotor unbalance are also dependent on how the rotor is
supported. A rotor can either be simply supported or overhung. A simply supported rotor
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describes the case in which the rotor is held evenly between two supports. Whereas, an overhung
rotor is supported on one side but suspended, without support, on the other side. Figure 4 below
is a depiction of these two conditions.

Figure 4: Simply Supported and Overhung Rotors [7]

Although vibrations due to unbalances in both of the cases above result in vibration peaks
at frequencies equal to the rotor’s speed, the severity of these vibrations is increased in the case
of an overhung rotor. Furthermore, since the rotor causes unbalance in the axial direction, it
results in peaks at the first harmonic in the axial direction, as well as, the radial direction as
discussed above [7].

Shaft and Coupling Misalignment
Shaft misalignment is another predominant fault in rotating systems. Increased stress and
loads are a result of misaligned shafts and cause components to become more prone to failure
[9]. Misalignment is the situation in which the centerlines of two joined components are not
coincident. This misalignment can be internal, such as in bearings, or external, such as the
coupling of two shafts. Also, there are three different types of misalignment, the first of which is
parallel misalignment. This type of misalignment describes the situation in which there is a
planar offset between the two shafts, either vertically or horizontally. Another type of
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misalignment, angular misalignment, is caused when there is angle between the cross sections of
the two shafts or the faces of a coupling in either the vertical or horizontal direction. Lastly, the
most common type of misalignment is a combination of the two discussed above [7]. These three
types of shaft misalignment are depicted in figures 5 and 6 below.

Figure 5: Parallel (Left) and Angular (Right) Misalignment [7]

Figure 6: Both Parallel and Angular Misalignment [7]

Proven factors that cause misalignment include improper assembly, uneven foundations,
thermal distortions, and asymmetry in loads applied across shafts. [9]
The first indicator of shaft misalignment is increased axial vibrations. These axial
vibrations should exist in conjunction with high intensity radial vibrations at a frequency equal to
the frequency at which the machinery is rotating. Furthermore, radial vibration at a frequency
equal to twice the primary frequency is a main effect of shaft misalignment. The amplitude of
this vibration is usually above 75% of the axial vibration and can reach up to 150% of this value
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during extreme conditions [10]. A third harmonic with lower amplitude may also result during
tolerable shaft misalignments. Figure 7 is a depiction of an example of an expected radial
vibration spectrum due to shaft misalignment.

Figure 7: Example FFT due to Shaft Misalignment [10]

If harmonics at higher frequencies, such as four to eight times the rotational velocity exist due to
misalignment, this is an indication that severe shaft misalignment may be occurring.
When examining the resulting vibrations due to shaft misalignment, it is necessary to
consider the type of coupling that is used to join the shafts. Different types or structures of
couplings have distinct vibration spectral patterns during misalignment. One such shaft coupling
that is an illustration of this is the jaw or spider coupling. A flexible jaw coupling, as depicted in
figure 8 below, is made up of two hubs that connect to each of the shafts to be joined.

Figure 8: Expanded Jaw Coupling [14]
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The protrusions of these hubs, called jaws, interlock during rotation. The spaces between the
jaws of the opposing hubs are filled by an asterisk-shaped spacer, known as a spider, which is
made of an elastic material. The spider allows for flexibility of the coupling during misalignment
and eliminates metal to metal contact which causes accelerated wear. During misalignment,
flexible jaw couplings produce vibration peaks at frequency harmonics equal to, and sometimes
double, the number jaws that are present on each hub. For instance, the three-jaw coupling
pictured above in figure 8 would result in a large vibration peak at three times the shaft’s
rotational speed and potentially at six times this speed. Much smaller vibration peaks occurring
at four and five times the primary frequency have also been determined to occasionally result
from misaligned three-jaw couplings [11].
The failure of jaw couplings eventually results from misalignment, as well as, other
causes, including overload, excessive vibration, and normal wear. This failure occurs due to the
deformation or wearing away of the spider between the jaws of the coupling hubs. In the case of
misalignment, this failure can be predicted through the observation of the vibration peaks
discussed above. However, failure in flexible jaw couplings, and its cause, is most commonly
predicted by examining the appearance of the spider. Distinct shapes of deformed or failed
spiders have been connected to specific causes and are used as a means of determining unhealthy
operations within rotating machinery [12].
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Experimental Setup and Design

Machine Assembly
To simulate the rotating machinery that is utilized across several of the industries
discussed in the Introduction, a machine assembly was designed and fabricated. This assembly
model, which takes up approximately 5.5 square feet of lateral space and stands about 2 feet, 3
inches tall, contains several of the components that are present in typical rotating systems. These
mechanisms include a motor with an adjustable speed controller, gearbox, shafts of varying
diameters, three-jaw spider shaft couplings, various rotors, mounted ball bearings, and a
transmission belt. The components are fastened to ½ inch think aluminum plates that are
supported by extruded aluminum T-slotted framing. One of the rotors is a disk that contains three
evenly spaced internal metal rings near its perimeter where magnets can be attached to induce an
offset load. Also, one of the support plates contains an adjustable screw that allows for changes
in the support plate height, causing misalignment. Labeled screenshots of the 3-D model used to
create this system can be seen below in figures 9-12.
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Figure 9: Labeled SolidWorks Model, Isometric View

Figure 10: Labeled SolidWorks Model, Side View
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Figure 11: Dimensioned SolidWorks Model, Top View (inches)

Figure 12: Dimensioned SolidWorks Model, Front View (inches)
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The final, manufactured assembly can be seen in figures 13 and 14 below.

Figure 13: Machine Assembly, Isometric View

Figure 14: Machine Assembly, Side View
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Data Collection Software
Vibration data was collected during the operation of the rotating machine system
discussed above using sensors and software provided by KCF Technologies. These 1.62 inch
diameter by 1.99 inch height wireless sensors connect to desired components of a system using
their 15 lb. pull strength magnetic foundation. They can collect motion data, such as acceleration,
as well as, voltage and temperature. A picture of one of these sensors can be seen in figure 15
below.

Figure 15: KCF Technologies Sensor

The resulting data can then be viewed using KCF Technologies’ SmartDiagnostics® Machine
Condition Monitoring Software. For the sake of this experiment, acceleration data, measured in
g’s, was collected. A total of six sensors were used in this experiment with an average standard
deviation of 0.000209 g’s across the frequency range tested.
The SmartDiagnostics® software collects acceleration values in the time domain and
converts it to data in the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier transform algorithm. It then
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displays this FFT, as well as, the maximum acceleration magnitude within a preset range of
frequencies versus time. The depicted vibration signature and trend plots are examined to
determine the condition of the operating machinery. An example of these displayed graphs can
be seen in the screenshot below, figure 16. The green dots in the top plot mark the maximum
acceleration value recorded within the frequency range, 0 to 128 Hz, versus the time at which
they were recorded. The bottom graph is the FFT vibration spectrum of the data point selected
above which is indicated by the vertical black line.

Figure 16: Plots Displayed by SmartDiagnostics Software

Furthermore, SmartDiagnostics® provides the option to export desired data points into a .csv file
for individual analysis and manipulation. This allows the user to perform additional calculations
and generate other plots as necessary.
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Design of Experiment
Three different types of faults, namely unbalance, shaft misalignment, and shaft coupling
deformation were tested during this experiment. Sensors were attached in both the radial and
axial directions to three of the mounted bearings that support the shafts directly coupled with the
output shaft of the gearbox. The placement of these sensors is displayed in figure 17 below.

Figure 17: Sensor Placement

Trials were then run at three different motor rotational speeds, 30 Hz, 45 Hz, and 60 Hz
which was the maximum input speed allowed by the adjustable controller. Since the motor was
directly attached to a gearbox with a gear ratio of 5:1, the operating rotational speeds of the
analyzed shafts were 6 Hz, 9 Hz, and 12Hz or 360 RPM, 540 RPM, and 720 RPM, respectively.
To maximize resolution while ensuring that spikes in acceleration at all important frequencies
were recorded, the overall frequency range of the sensors was set to 128 Hz, which guaranteed
that harmonics of at least ten times the rotational velocity could be examined in the frequency
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domain for all of the speeds. Furthermore, the rate at which data points were taken was set to the
highest value of one data point per every twelve seconds.
It was vital to observe the acceleration data at the frequency harmonics of the shafts’
rotational speed because this is where increased amplitudes exist in the presence of the faults
tested in this experiment. Specifically, it was determined through preliminary testing that the
most notable vibration peaks occurred at the harmonics one through six and ten times the
primary frequency. Therefore, frequency bands were created around these harmonics. These
bands were frequency ranges, with a magnitude of 4 Hz, within which the noted harmonics were
centered. For instance, for operation at 6 Hz, vibration bands with ranges 4-8 Hz, 10-14 Hz, 1620 Hz, 22-26 Hz, 28-32 Hz, 34-38 Hz, and 58-62 Hz were created. The data for maximum
acceleration within each of these bands was collected and viewed on a trend plot versus time on
the SmartDiagnostics® display screen, as well as, exported for further analysis in Excel. Below,
in figure 18, an example of a frequency band from 16-20 Hz, centered around an acceleration
amplitude peak of 18 Hz is shown. The upper trend plot displays the maximum values for
acceleration within this band versus time.
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Figure 18: Example of Frequency Band

Initially, and at various times throughout the experiment, tests were run at each rotational
speed without any induced faults to set a benchmark or baseline for comparison. Then, an
incrementally increasing degree of weight offset, shaft misalignment, or spacer deformation was
implemented. The resulting acceleration data in both the radial and axial directions of each of the
three bearings at these stages could then be observed, analyzed, and compared. Each of these
trials was run for approximately five minutes and the average value for maximum acceleration
within the specified frequency band was calculated across this time span. This was done to
ensure accuracy of the results and uniformity throughout the experiment.
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Rotor Unbalance
A disk-shaped rotor with three magnetic rings incorporated into the edges of its body was
included into the design of the system. The purpose of these internal rings in the cross section of
the rotor is to hold external magnets that act as offset weights when they are attached to the rotor.
These offset weights cause unbalance by moving the center of mass away from coinciding with
the axial center of rotation. Figure 19 shows the appearance and positioning of this unbalance
rotor in the rotating system without any offset weights attached.

Figure 19: Unbalance Rotor

There were three different levels of weight offset that were studied at each of the three
tested rotational velocities. The distance that the weights were offset, from the center of the shaft
to center of the weighted rings, remained constant at approximately 1 inch. However, the weight
was increased through the addition of magnetic rings. The three different rings had weights of 35
grams, 39 grams, and 52 grams respectively. Using a combination of these rings, the three total
weights tested were 31 grams with solely ring 1 attached, 85 grams with rings 1 and 2 attached,
and 121 grams with all three weights attached. These three different cases can be seen in figures
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20 and 21 below. Unfortunately, with the addition of the second weight, the sensor positioned in
the radial direction of the second bearing had to be removed because contact between the sensor
and the weights.

Figure 20: Unbalance Rotor with Weight 1 (Left) and Weights 1&2 (Right)

Figure 21: Unbalance Rotor with Weights 1, 2, & 3

Shaft Misalignment
One of the support plates of the assembly was made adjustable so that shaft misalignment
could be introduced into the system. The turning of a machine screw that goes through the
thickness of the support plate and contacts the supporting frame causes the height change of the
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support plate. As it is turned, the screw pushes against the support frame and lifts the support
plate. This design is depicted in figure 22 below.

Figure 22: Side View with No Misalignment (left) and Max Misalignment (right)

Three different amounts of shaft misalignment were implemented into the system. This
was achieved by rotating the screw 1.5 times resulting in a 0.0625 inch gap between the support
plate and framing, 3.0 times resulting in a 0.125 inch gap, and 4.5 times resulting in a 0.1875
inch gap. An image of the coupling with the greatest amount of misalignment studied is shown
below on the left of figure 23. An aligned coupling is shown on the right for comparison.

Figure 23: Misaligned Coupling (left) and Aligned Coupling (right)
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Deformed Shaft Coupling Spacer
Two spider spacers utilized in the jaw couplings of the demonstration assembly were
shaved down to mimic deformation that occurs over time during typical operation. The spacers
were deformed, or reduced in size, by 20 and 40 percent respectively. An image of these
deformed spacers is show in figure 24 below.

Figure 24: Coupling Spiders Deformed by 20% and 40%

These spacers were implemented into the second shaft coupling, closest to bearing 3, and tested
under otherwise normal conditions of the demonstration assembly.
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Results

Baseline Operation
Ideally, during baseline operation, there would not be significant peaks in acceleration noticeable
in the resulting FFT of acceleration versus frequency. However, this was not the case for the
demonstration assembly tested in this experiment. Rather, as can be seen in figures 25-27 below,
there were visible peaks at multiple harmonics at the three different shaft rotational speeds
tested.

Figure 25: Baseline Vibration Spectrum at 6 Hz

Figure 26: Baseline Vibration Spectrum at 9 Hz
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Figure 27: Baseline Vibration Spectrum at 12 Hz

The most prominent and consistent of these spikes occurred at the 3rd and 5th harmonic at all
three speeds. Other evident peaks existed at the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 10th harmonics, with the 6th
harmonic having a substantial magnitude during operation at 12 Hz.
The most significant amount of vibration, equaling approximately 0.045 g’s, 0.060 g’s,
and 0.075 g’s of acceleration at frequencies of 30 Hz, 45 Hz, and 60 Hz respectively, was due to
an unbalance in an overhung rotor present in the motor of the assembly. As expected in the case
of an overhung rotor, the frequency of this vibration peak was equal to one times the rotational
speed of the motor, which was then reduced at a ratio of 5:1, resulting in the shaft rotational
speeds of 6 Hz, 9 Hz, and 12 Hz listed in the figures above. These amplified vibrations were
present in both the axial and radial directions because the motor is overhung along both the
length and width of the assembly.
The other major peaks, at the 3rd and 6th harmonics, were the result of coupling
misalignment present in the machine assembly. Since flexible jaw couplings with three jaws
were used to join shafts of differing diameters in this assembly, large vibrations were produced at
the 3rd harmonic of shaft rotational speeds, as well as, smaller vibrations at the 6th harmonic
which were especially evident at the rotational speed of 12 Hz, shown in figure 27 above. This
coupling misalignment coincided with shaft misalignment which is evident through vibration
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peaks at the 1st and 2nd harmonics in the radial direction at each of the three speeds. However,
the vibrations at the 1st harmonic were not just the result of shaft misalignment. Rather, they are
also the result of unbalance which was assumed because of the uneven, wobbling rotations of the
offset rotor between bearings 2 and 3.

Misalignment
The data that resulted from raising the support plate of bearing 1 verified that it was an
effective means of implementing shaft and coupling misalignment into the system. Misalignment
during these trials was detected by increases in vibrations at harmonics outlined in the Literature
Review. For instance, figure 28 below depicts the values of maximum acceleration recorded at
the first harmonic of bearings 1 and 2, between which the misaligned shaft coupling is located.
At rotational speeds of 9 Hz and 12 Hz, the axial vibrations at the first harmonic intensified with
increased amounts of misalignment. In the figures to follow, please note that the abbreviation B
stands for Bearing, H stands for Harmonic, the number following B or H stands for which
Bearing or Harmonic it is, A stands for the Axial direction, and R stands for the Radial direction,
MA Stands for Misalignment, UB stands for Unbalance, and SD stands for Spacer Deformation.

Figure 28: MA; Axial; Harmonic 1; 9 Hz (left), 12 Hz (right)
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Vibration increases in the 1st harmonic of rotational speed in the axial direction, like those
shown above, are the first signs of shaft misalignment.
The results of shaft misalignment were also seen through the analysis of the 1st and 2nd
harmonics of the primary frequency in the radial direction. Figures 29 below shows this data at
bearings 1 and 2 for speeds of 6 Hz and 9 Hz.

Figure 29: MA; Radial; Harmonics 1, 2; 6 Hz (left), 9 Hz (right)

Not only do these images depict a positive correlation between misalignment and vibration at the
1st and 2nd harmonics in the radial direction, but they also show that the magnitude of
acceleration at the 2nd harmonic was greater than that of the 1st harmonic throughout the
increasing degrees of misalignment.
Lastly, the analysis of the 3rd and 6th harmonics of shaft rotational frequency in the radial
direction solidified the determination of the presence of coupling misalignment. Figures 30 and
31 below portray the trends of these harmonics with increases in misalignment.
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Figure 30: MA; Radial; Harmonics 3, 6; 6 Hz (left), 9 Hz (right)

Figure 31: MA; Radial; Harmonics 3, 6; 12 Hz

As can be seen by all of the cases presented above, the vibrations of the machine assembly at the
3rd and 6th harmonic of the rotational speed of the shafts were intensified with increased
misalignment. Interestingly, the relationship between the 3rd and 6th harmonic did not remain
constant throughout the three speeds tested. Unlike at speeds 6 Hz and 9 Hz, there was a degree
of misalignment during which the magnitude of the 6th harmonic surpassed that of the 3rd
harmonic. This occurred at the first bearing under approximately 0.16 inches of misalignment,
the point at which curves B1H3 and B1H6 intersect in figure 31 above.
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Unbalance
Under increased amounts of implemented unbalance, the vibration magnitudes in both the
radial and axial directions at frequencies equal to the rotational speed of the shafts changed
significantly. The radial vibrations at the 1st harmonic for bearings 1 and 3 at speeds of 9 Hz and
12 Hz are depicted below in figure 32.

Figure 32: UB; Radial; Harmonic 1; 9 Hz (left), 12 Hz (right)

When the initial amount of weight, 35 grams, was applied to the magnetic rotor in an attempt to
create unbalance, the vibration magnitudes at the 1st harmonic declined. This trend even
continued at bearing 3 during operation at 12 Hz. This unexpected result can be explained
because of the misalignment and unbalance that was present before the weight was applied. The
vibrations that were a direct result of the application of the 35 gram weight negated some the
vibrations in the radial direction that already existed. Eventually, the vibrations that resulted at
the 1st harmonic from adding more weight to the unbalance rotor overcame those that already
existed. After this point, the magnitude of acceleration increased with added unbalance weight.
Vibrations at the 1st harmonic did not only change in the radial direction under the
addition of these offset weights, but they were also altered in the axial direction because of the
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protrusion of the weights on of the unbalance rotor in the axial direction. Unlike in the radial
direction, however, the vibrations in the axial direction displayed a consistently positive
relationship between offset weight and acceleration magnitude. As displayed in figure 33 below,
a steady increase in axial vibration at the first harmonic can be seen across all three bearings at 9
Hz and 12 Hz. This is important because it shows that increased axial vibrations at the first
harmonic were not solely the result of misalignment.

Figure 33: UB; Axial; Harmonic 1; 9 Hz (left) and 12 Hz (right)

Shaft Coupling Spacer Deformation
The deformation, or filing down, of the coupling spiders resulted in insignificant changes
in the vibration signatures of the machine assembly at every harmonic, except one. The only
consistently demonstrated change in the vibration data across all of the bearings and speeds in
both the radial and axial direction was a steady, substantial decrease in the magnitude of
acceleration at the 3rd harmonic with increased deformation in the spacer. This change is
depicted on the left side of figure 34 below which is an example of the decrease in the 6th
harmonic versus the steadiness of other harmonics, as well as, on the right side of this figure
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which is an example of the consistency of this occurrence.

Figure 34: SD; Radial; H1-6, 10 & SD; Harmonic 3; B1-3 (6 Hz)
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Discussion of Results
The results of this experiment can be used to determine the health of this machine
assembly and similar systems during operation. With the discoveries presented in the results, the
vibration signature of the machine can be used to deduce what faults, if any, are present in the
machine. These faults are indicated by vibration peaks at specific harmonics of the rotational
speed of the shafts of the system being analyzed. With a vibration signature showing vibration
peaks at these harmonics, it is easy to decipher whether the system is being affected by
misalignment, unbalance, an overhung rotor, or deformed spacers.
Since shaft misalignment and unbalance can both cause increased vibrations at the first
harmonic in the radial and axial directions, it is important that the results of this experiment
distinguish the differences between the vibrations due to each of them. In order to resolve that a
vibration peak at the primary frequency is the result of shaft misalignment, there must also be a
peak present at the 2nd harmonic with a magnitude greater than that of the first. Furthermore,
shaft misalignment is accompanied by coupling misalignment. If jaw couplings are used, this
misalignment is signified by harmonics at one or two times the number of jaws on each hub of
the coupling. An unbalance fault is determined through the observation of a peak at the 1st
harmonic of the shaft’s rotational speed in the radial direction and the absence of peaks at the
harmonics connected to misalignment.
In the process of determining whether or not a system has an unbalance due to an
overhung rotor, it is important to know the speeds at which all of the rotors of the system are
rotating, especially if gears and other speed reducers and increasers are incorporated into the
system. These unbalances will cause vibration spikes at the frequency that the rotor is spinning
at. If this is a unique frequency, as was the case with the motor in this experiment, the value of
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vibration magnitude will remain constant even in the presence of misalignment or unbalances at
other speeds in the system. On the other hand, if this overhung rotor is spinning at a speed
common with other shafts or rotors in the system, it is necessary to examine the harmonics
discussed in the previous paragraph to determine the origin of the vibration peak.
Lastly, if faults are present in the system, it should be expected that the spacers, or
spiders, of jaw couplings will become deformed or wear away with time. Deformation in a
spacer can be determined by observing the harmonic of rotational speed equal to the number of
jaws of each of the hubs of the coupling. Since deformed spacers do not produce peaks in
vibration before they wear completely away, they can only be discovered by recognizing a
decrease in this harmonic over time. This decrease is likely due to extra flexibility, or leeway,
granted by the space that opened up after the wearing away of the spacer. Although a decrease in
vibrations may seem like a positive result, this is not the case with jaw couplings because
deforming spacers increase the chance of metal on metal, grinding contact between the jaws of
the coupling. This contact leads to enhanced vibrations of the system and permanent deformation
of the coupling.
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Conclusion
The background information and experimental results presented throughout this research
have proven the capability of utilizing vibration analysis to perform effective monitoring of
rotating machinery. This monitoring can be executed through the consistent observation of the
data collected by accelerometers placed at strategic positions throughout the system, such as on
mounted bearings near shaft couplings and rotors. The examination of vibration spectrums,
which are obtained through the conversion of vibration data in the time domain into the
frequency domain using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, is an effective means of
determining the harmonics of the primary frequency at which vibration spikes are occurring.
This information, as well, as how the magnitude of the vibrations at these harmonics changes
with time, can be used to determine the health of a machine based on the presence or absence of
faults. Therefore, the strategy of effective condition based maintenance can be utilized on this
machine system and others like it.
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Appendix A: Supplementary Vibration Data
6 Hz
Misalignment

Figure 35: Bearing 1, Axial Direction

Figure 36: Bearing 1, Radial Direction
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Figure 37: Bearing 2, Axial Direction

Figure 38: Bearing 2, Radial Direction
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Unbalance

Figure 39: Bearing 1, Radial Direction

Figure 40: Bearing 3, Radial Direction
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Spacer Deformation

Figure 41: Bearing 1, Axial Direction

Figure 42: Bearing 1, Radial Direction
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Figure 43: Bearing 2, Axial Direction

Figure 44: Bearing 2, Radial Direction
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Figure 45: Bearing 3, Axial Direction

Figure 46: Bearing 3, Radial Direction
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9 Hz
Misalignment

Figure 47: Bearing 1, Axial Direction

Figure 48: Bearing 1, Radial Direction
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Figure 49: Bearing 2, Axial Direction

Figure 50: Bearing 2, Radial Direction
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Unbalance

Figure 51: Bearing 1, Radial Direction

Figure 52: Bearing 3, Radial Direction
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Coupling Spacer Deformation

Figure 53: Bearing 1, Axial Direction

Figure 54: Bearing 1, Radial Direction
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Figure 55: Bearing 2, Axial Direction

Figure 56: Bearing 2, Radial Direction
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Figure 57: Bearing 3, Axial Direction

Figure 58: Bearing 3, Radial Direction
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Figure 59: Harmonic 3, All Bearings, Axial and Radial Directions

12 Hz
Misalignment

Figure 60: Bearing 1, Axial Direction
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Figure 61: Bearing 1, Radial Direction

Figure 62: Bearing 2, Axial Direction
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Figure 63: Bearing 2, Radial Direction

Unbalance

Figure 64: Bearing 1, Radial Direction
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Figure 65: Bearing 3, Radial Direction

Spacer Deformation

Figure 66: Harmonic 3, All Bearings, Axial and Radial Directions
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